ACROSS
1 ___ of, as a substitute for (2,4)
5 Given back money (6)
8 Flap a fish uses for breathing (4)
9 Justified arrest (1,4,3)
10 Chatted idly (8)
11 Speaks (4)
12 Rot! (6)
14 Pined for (6)
16 Consumed (4)
18 Have new ideas (8)
20 Ribbon badges for winners (8)
21 Measure of beer (4)
22 Remained in the same place (6)
23 Scandinavian nation (6)

DOWN
2 Major city of East Africa (7)
3 Dots of land (5)
4 Not understood, neglected (13)
5 Norwegian polar explorer (5,8)
6 Groups of words (7)
7 Elephant tusk substance (5)
13 Unable to sit still (7)
15 Tallinn’s country (7)
17 Pouring part of a teapot (5)
19 Venomous snake (5)